 CURRICULUM VITAE

NAME         :  RINO ERLY S
SEX           : FEMALE
ADDRESS      :  JL. PARAKAN RESIK NO. 14 BYPASS BUAH BATU BANDUNG
PHONE NUMBER:  085871580509 ; 022- 7501232 ; 022-88880868
EMAIL ADDRESS :  rino.es14@gmail.com

EDUCATION HISTORY :  
# SMP Negeri 5 Bandung ; graduated at year 1983
# SMA Negeri 5 Bandung ; graduated at year 1986   
# Fakultas Ilmu Komunikasi UNPAD Bandung ; graduated at year 1991.
EXPERIENCE :
1. Senior Follow Up & Merchandiser ;  Trainer of new Follow Up  & Merchandiser;  PPIC ; Management staff at PT. Busana Idola Garment - Bandung ( Export Garment Factory) in  year 1991-1995.
# Follow Up the Garment orderings from buyers since beginning to follow the ordersheets from buyers untill finish garments exported to destination as schedulle.
# Counting the materials needed and forward these requirements to purchasing dept.
# Checking what process must be done per order and forward to appropriate departements such as printing, embroidery, washing, etc,  including the size specifications and pattern, planning schedulle, date of export deliveries per order, etc  . 
 #  Checking what process must be done per order and all have been forwarded to appropriate departements such as printing, embroidery, washing, etc  including the size specifications and pattern, planning schedulle, date of export deliveries per order, etc  . 
 # Train any new Follow Up & Merchandisers so they can do the jobs. 
# As PPIC Staf, Follow up the schedulles of all garment orderings so they can stand on right schedulles.
# As management staff, make the organization structures for all departement, checking the rules still suitable or not with demands, checking the targets per departement.

2. Enterpreneur in Bandung in year 1995-1999.
# As Trading of yarns
# As credit loans which got from banks for farmers

3. Senior Merchandiser at PT. Gistex Garment ( Export Garments Factory) - Bandung in year 1999 - 2000
# Follow Up the garments ordering from beginning to follow the ordersheet from buyer untill finish garments exported to destination as schedulle.
# Counting the materials needed and forward these requirements to purchasing dept.
# Checking what process must be done per order and forward to appropriate departements such as printing, embroidery, washing, etc.

4. Chief of Purchasers in Merchandising Departement at PT. Dewhirst Menswear Indonesia - Bandung ( Export Garment Factory)  in year 2000 -2005.
# Follow Up the requirements of materials for manufacturing the garments.
# Forward the requirements to supliers by PO ( Purchasing Order ) and follow up the deliveries any materials as schedulle planning.
# Control and manage all purchasers if they have managed all requirements  to supliers as  schedulles planning refer to the stocks or  not. And help them if any problems
# Checking into the team if all have been settled refer to schedulle plannings.
 
5.  At PT. Asia Penta Garment - Bandung ( Export Garment Factory) as :
*  Merchandiser Manager ( in year 2005 - 2008).
# Checking what garments orders quantity, styling, deliveries, consequencies from buyer, etc.
# Checking how the merchandisers to manage the orders from buyer for below :
    * since they manage about buyer’s samples required, patterns, sizespecifications, alowance measurements allowed.
    * additional process needed such as printing, embroidery, washing, quilting, etc, 
    * make sure to order the correct fabrics & accessories to purchasing dept about quantity and  quality detailly,
    * Getting approvals for any submits of samples, fabrics, accessories, additional process, etc from buyer before apply to production
    * Checking the lead time needed for any process of purchase the materials, additional process i.e printing/embro/washing/quilting/etc, samples process, garments processing untill packing against to garments deliveries required by buyer.
     * Checking with the appropriate departements if they have problems to be discussed with us only or needed to be discussed with buyers as well.
      * Checking & Communicate with Export Import Departement if they have done & managed the deliveries & shipmode as required by merchandisers.
      * Service the buyers about any data, inspections, schedulles, approvals, etc.
#  Make the works schedulle per week and per month based on shipment date from buyer.  Along with some targets must be catched per proccessing for per order. 
#  Checking whether all process have been done by each merchandisers correctly & as schedulle target plannings by meeting with team weekly. 
# Help merchandisers who need help. Make communication with buyers if needed.

 * Purchasing Manager ( in year 2009-20011)
# Collect all orders and share them per week per month based on delivery dates. 
# Making the targets  to able have the materials in time, when the last date of arrival goods must come in factory refer to production schedulle and delivery dates.  
# Making sure all ordering have been dealed with supliers to catch on time deliveries and arrivals refer to suplier's lead time.
# Make budgeting per week per month to be passed to Finance Departement so they can prepare for payments. After devided payments in T/T payment and LC.
# Checking QC inspection's result for any coming goods and communicate to supliers if needed.
supliers.
 * PPIC Manager (in year 2011 -2012)
# Collect all orders and share them per week per month based on delivery dates.  
# Making the production planning schedules per orders with targets when each processing in  
# Check any  process in production area must able keep the targets. And adjust the production schedulle accordingly if needed.
# Check inventory stocks and discuss with appropriate departements if can be used for  running production or to cover empty  production temporary if needed.
# Do best to able all run in production on time as targets.

 6. Purchasing & Development Manager at PT. Dewhirst Menswear Indonesia - Bandung ( Export Garment Factory)  in year 2012 - 2014.
This factory have 5 Garment Factories.
# Checking all Purchasers of all Factories have ordered all materials and managed the goods deliveries with supliers as requirements.
#  Help purchasers if needed and communicate with supliers if any problems with goods quality or deliveries. Also cordinate with other departement mainly QC if any problems about goods quality.
# Make the schedulle of goods arrival for purchasers mainly for the goods in problems so they can follow to manage it.
# Developing or sourcing to supliers for some trims or accessories which running in production of all Factories to have the quality in standard but the prices lower, or at least as the alternative supliers.
# Make the prices comparison between current & alternative supliers.
# Decided to move or change suplier to appropriate purchasers if getting better price/lead otime/supliers.
# Share the informations to another Dewhirst group abroad if getting the better/lower prices from suplier.
# Checking the stocks in warehouse if any unused trims or accessories can be used for other factories.
# Cordinate with other departements if any developing, some targets to be catched, etc.
# Making the report monthly about stocks which still used for running production and have been not used too long for destroying process.
# Controll all trims or accesories area can smooth as targets.

Here are my curriculum vitae. Hope this can match & suitable with your requirements.
Thanks for your attention.

Your Faithfully
 Rino 

